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UNITED STATES GOVHNMENT 

Memorandum DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF LANO MANAGEMENT 

IN •&PLY •srs• TO: 

To 

FROM 

Winnemucca District Key Staff 

District Manager, Winnemucca 

Date: February 23, 1988 

4700 
(NV-020) 

SUBJECT: Black Rock WH&B Gathering Contract Closeout with State Director 2/18/88 

I. Synopsis 

No serious problems were discussed. It was evident that from the standpoint 
of the welfare of the animals, the contract was extremely successful. The 
discussion centered on topics that should be discussed at the WH&B program 
meeting tenatively scheduled for April 1988. 

II. Problems 

1. Roads and Trails in the Contract Area: 

The question is, who, if anyone, should blade/improve roads and trails 
in the contract area? 

a. Should the contractor be responsible for blading/improving roads 
and trails? 

b, Should the BLM be responsible for blading/improving roads and 
trails? 

c. Should neither party be expected to blade/improve roads and trails? 

This problem could be solved by placing a stipulation in the Invitation 
to Bid that all interested bidders must attend the pre-bid tour and 
specifying who is responsible for road work in the IFB. 

2. Contractor/Truck Drivers: 

a. When the COR is aware that hazardous road conditions exist (such as 
the slick corner near Clark Field), he should not only tell the 
contractor but he should then follow up with the contractor to insure 
that he has relayed this information to the truck drivers. 

3. Feeding and Watering Weak Horses 

This practice should become a standard procedure. (Noting that the 
animals were in extremely weakened condition when we were gathering 
in the Paiute Meadows trap, we arranged for a veterinarian to inspect 
the animals and arranged for the contractor to feed and water these 
weakened animals for several days until they were strong enough to 
ship to Palamino Valley Center.) 

4. Contract Logs 

We need a procedure to insure the official contract log and any other 
notes/data is made a part of the official contract file. 



5~ Passengers in BLM Observation Helicopter 

I pointed out to the State Director our concerns with the current 
policy so that he is made aware that it does, in fact, place a 
burden on the COR and Pis on the contract. I recommended, however, 
that we stick to the current policy which is that passengers who 
have a logical reason to fly in the helicopter may do so providing: 

a. Their presence does not jeopardize the safety of the operation. 
b. Their presence does not detract from the performance ·of the 

contract. 

Mr. Spang concurred that we continue with this policy. 

III. Summary 

The Black Rock contract (976 animals gathered) and the Blue Wing contract, 
(1535 animals gathered) are both fine examples of managing contracts under 
very difficult situations. The State Director and Associate State Director 
share my views on this matter; you and the people who made these contracts 
successful are most deserving of jobs well done! 

IV. P.S. 

Attached is a draft paper on "Rules for Passengers in BLM Observation 
Helicopters". Our suggestion is that the public affairs staff finalize 
this paper and distribute it to potential 

Attachment 

cc: WH&B COR and Pis 
Ed Spang, Fred Wolf, an Rathbun Bob Stewart 
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1. 

RULES FOR PASSENGERS IN BLM OBSERVATION HELICOPTERS 

Each passenger must wear a Nomex suit with gloves, leather lace 
boots that come up over the ankle, and a helmet. (We will have 
everything for one person EXCEPT THE LEATHER BOOTS!) 
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3. 

The BLM helicopter can get no closer that 1,000 feet to the 
contract helicopter. 

The BLM helicopter most always fly in back of the contract 
helicopter. 
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4. Once the BLM helicopter begins to follow the contract helicopter, 
there can be no deviations from the flight pattern, i.e., no 
flights ahead to the side of or directly over the contract 
helicopter. 

5. Safety comes first - no leaning out of windows to take pictures -
no disruption of radio communications - passengers observe 
instructions from BLM personnel, and/or the pilot, etc. 

6. No passengers allowed in the contract helicopter. 



UNITED STATU OOVIINMENT ~ 2./16/8 
,.., ............... ~ .Mlmorandum DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 

To 4700 Files and Black Rock/Warm Springs 
Wild Horse Removal Contract 

4700 
(NV-023~5) 

Date: February 16, 1988 

FROM 

SuaJ&CT: 

Dick Wheeler, WH/B Specialist 

Critique of the Black/Rock/Warm Springs W/H Removal Contract 

On February 11, a critique (see attached memorandum) was held at the 
Winnemucca District Office. Attendees were: 

Bob Neary - Winnemucca 
Gerald Brandvold - Winnemucca DO 
Frank Shields - Winnemucca DO 
Dick Wheeler - Winnemucca DO 
Les Sweeney - Nevada SO 

Scott Billing - Winnemucca DO 
Doc Munson - Winnemucca DO 
Tom Seley - Winnemucca DO 
Bob Brown - Winnemucca DO 

The meeting began at 11:00 a.m., and the purpose was to discuss the 
administration of the removal to determine what aspects of the contract could 
have, or should have, been administered differently than they were, and also 
to find ways to improve administration od future removals. 

I. Preliminary Data 

I asked if there were any questions concerning the preliminary data. 
There were some questions about the accident with the truck that 
resulted in the deaths of 11 anim!ls. I explained to the group the 
events that took place before and after the accident with the truck. 

For future reference, these events were 

DK•ll4l•I 
Mar.1174 

The accident happened on the 90° turn west of Clark Field 
Ranch. 

I had discussed this location along with one other 
location with the contractor during the pre-work 
conference. We both agreed both locations might cause 
problems for the haul trucks. 

Humboldt County had bladed the road three days before 
horses were transported to PVC. 

The first truck to transport horses to PVC turned the 
corner too short, and the right rear end of the trailer 
hit a culvert. 

Eleven horses died. The contractor was not paid for these 
11 animals. 



After the accident, the contractor hired a cat and 
operator to widened the curve, and to remove the snow and 
ice remaining on the edge of the curve. After this 
portion of the road was upgraded, the remaining horses 
were transported without additional incidents of these 
kind. 

We then placed a conference call to Fred Wyatt at PVC. Frank asked Fred how 
the removal looked at Fred's end of the operation. Fred replied that in his 
opinion -

the removal went as well as the Blue Wing removal. 

liked the way the horses weren't loaded too many to each 
compartment. 

liked the way the horses were sorted. 

thought it was innovative to feed and water the weak 
animals on site before they were shipped. 

communications very good. 

keep following the trucks to PVC. 

good lead time for trucks. 

II. Contract Administration 

A.l. Safety 

I 
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I told the group that in my opinion, no one but BLM personnel and the 
contract pilot should be allowed to ride in the BLM observer helicopter 
at any time. 

I based my recommendation on what I had observed during the 1st two 
removals. For safety reasons, I told the group that my recommendation 
was based upon the fact that: 

a. If a B-1 (or similar capacity) helicopter is used, there is no room 
available for a BLM person. If a BLM person can not ride in the 
helicopter, it is impossible to judge whether or not the animals 
are being humanely treated during the gathering process - if they 
are being ran too fast, too far, if colts are being left behind, 
etc. 

b. If a Ranger (or similar capacity) helicopter is used, invariably 
the non-BLM individual riding in the aircraft disrupts radio 
communications between the BLm observer and ground personnel. The 
BLM observer is then put into a position of not being able to 
observe and control the gathering processa. 



Whatever capacity of aircraft used, most of the time the non-BLM 
individual riding in the aircraft are photographers. By their very 
nature, most photographers insist upon having the BLM helicopter 
flying closer to the contact helicopter (and animals) than is 
necessary, or prudent. These requests (to get closer) are made 
while in the air and the gathering operations are in process. The 
BLm (or pilot if B-1) person then has to explain why the BLM 
helicopter can not be allowed to interfere with the removal 
operations, and if allowed, why the request may add to the stress 
of the animals. 

I then asked Doc Munson to tell of his recent experience while riding as 
an observer with a photographer from along. Doc told the group of the person 
disrupting radio communications, of tal ing to the individual while he (Doc) should 
have been observing the removal, of the person leaning far out the window to take 

/ pictures, and of the person's request to get closer to the animals than was 
necessary. Doc told the group that under those circumstances, he didn't feel he 
was observing the removal adequately. 

✓ 

Following Doc's and my presentation, there was considerable discussion by members 
of the group about my recommendation. Frank decided that there would be no 
decision made until the situation was discussed with Ed Spang and his staff. 

Dale Owen then discussed ways to improve internal radio communications and ways to 
improve aircraft procedures. Frank asked Dale to prepare a memorandum to 
distribute within the district. 

I 
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B.l. Removal Schedules 

I briefly discussed with the group why I thought (see attached 
memorandum of 2-9 - item II.B.l. a&b.) removals from these three HMAs 
should occur no later than January 10. 

Les mentioned that removal schedules should be discussed at a PRM. 
Les'"point is valid, and at some future PRM, I would like to discuss 
the reasons why I think removals should occur no later that January 10 
in the Warm Springs, Black Rock (East & West), Calico Mtns., Granite 
Range, Fox Range, and Buffalo Hills HMA's. I also think a January 
removal is appropriate in other HMAs within the Winnemuca District. 

Les then talked about the truck accident. He cautioned the district in 
using ranchers when an accident such as this happens, and not to involve 
the BLM if possible. Les went on to say that some actions (grading of 
roads. etc.) should be between the contactors and non-Bureau people. 
Frank will discuss this at the close-out in the S.O. 

III. Recommended Changes 

Les said, and the group concurred, that items A and B should be discussed at 
a PRM. Frank will discuss item Cat the close-out in the SO. 

The members were then asked if there were any additional comments or 
suggestions. Since there weren't any, the critique ended. 



In summation, I think the removal can be termed a euccess because: 

1. Excess animals were removed and transported with no evidence of any sore 
footed animals . 

2. Although we removed well over 200 animals that were extremely weak and 
malnourished, we were able to keep the losses at a minimum by isolating 
them for a few days which they were being fed and watered. During the 
loading process we selectively sorted the animals -- weak with weak and 
strong with strong. We were also careful about how many animals/ 
compartment should be transported. 

Incidentally, it was possible to do the above because the contactor had 
in excess of 1,000 feet of panels, and was very cooperative in sorting, 
feeding and watering the animals. 

3. The contractor and crew were very cooperative throughout the entire 
removal operations. A good example is the very first day. I was flying 
as observer and Jim Hicks started about 20 animals toward the trap. 
These animals were started less than four miles from the trap site. 
They were all so weak (keep in mind the ground was covered with about 
five inches of snow) that they didn't run but trotted towards the trap. 
About two miles from the trap, Hicks backed his helicopter off and let 
the111rest for about 15 minutes before taking them the final two miles. 
The following day I talked to Dave Catoor about the weakened condition 
of the animals. Dave and his crew then provided extra holding pens, and 
then sorted, fed and watered over 200 of the weaker animals. 

We removed over 970 excess animals, and very seldom did I observe any 
animal that came into the trap showing any stress, sweating, or injury. 
The same type of humane treatment was accorded the animals once inside 
the trap, and during the loading and transportation process. 

4. The contract was completed in strict compliance of the contract 
specifications. 

5. According to Fred Wyatt, the removal was a success from his end of the 
operations. 

6. We didn't receive any adverse comments from any organized group or 
individual. 

With the exception of a news organization, all visitors to the trap site 
bad very favorable comments about the removal operation, and the humane 
treatment the horses were receiving. 

7. Communications were a strong point-keeping everyone informed helped. 

Attachments 



UNITED ITATU OOVIINMENT 

:Memorandum DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT DI a&PLY •srs• TOI 

4700 
(NV-023.5) 

To 

FROII 

Files and Black Rock/Warm Springs 
Wild Horse Removal Contract 
Dick Wheeler, WH&B Specialist 

Date: February 9, 1988 

SUBJECT: Agenda Items for the Critique of the Black Rock/Warm Springs 
Wild Horse Removal Contract 

I. Preliminary Data 

A. Catoor and Hicks were the contractors. Contract took 23 days to 
complete. 

B. The contractor was paid for the removal of 977 excess wild horses. A 
total of 960 excess animals were removed, and 25 were relocated. The 
contractor wasn't paid for eight of the 960 removed. 

C. Three trap sites were used - one at Paiute Meadows Ranch, one at 
Soldier Meadows Ranch, and one at Battle Creek Ranch. 

D. Twenty-four animals died as a result of removal 
Died inside the trap of unknown causes 

*Destroyed due to deformities, injuries, 
Died during transportation 

operations. 

age 

Died at PVC 

*two due to deformities, three of injuries, and 
two of old age. 

24 +- 985 = 2.4 percent 
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E. Although a post-census will be conducted, the removal resulted in 
AMLs being attained in the Black Rock (East & West) and Warm Spring 
Canyon HMAs. 

F. The BLM helicopter recorded 23 hours of flying time. The contract 
helicopter flew 61.5 hours. 

23 hours+ 11 days= 2.1 hours of flying time/day for the BLM 
observer helicopter. 

II. Contract Administration 

DeC•lMl·I 
Mlt. lt74 

A. Things that went wrong (or could have). 

1. Safety 

I allowed two free lance photographers to ride in the BLM 
observer helicopter. For safety reasons, I strongly recommend 
that only BLM personnel and the pilot be allowed to ride in the 
BLM helicopter during future removals. 
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Secondary to eafety 1• the fact that most photographers want to 
get closer to the contract helicopter and animals than is prudent: 

a. Liability damages. 
b. Undue disturbance to animals. 
c. Interference in removal operations. 

2. Truck accident. 

First shipment of horses to PVC resulted in the deaths of eight 
horses. Preventable? Yes. 

a. Closer examination of road conditions. 
b. County bladed the road, but our office should have talked to 

the operator when the road was being bladed. 

3. Shouldn't have gathered the animals past January 10. 

a. Weak and malnourished foals and mares {some studs). We could 
have lost a number of these animals - we lost four. 

b. Numerous mares about to complete their term. One mare at 
Soldier Meadows slipped her fetus. I suspect more at PVC -
talk to Fred. 

B. Things that went right. 

1. Removal schedule (time of year). 

a. Colts bigger, stronger and more developed hoof structure - we 
didn't ship any sore footed animals. 

b. Due to limited access and very rocky conditions, it is very 
difficult to remove animals from these three HMAs without 
causing injury or death to the animals. The contract was 
successfully completed with a minimal number of horses killed 
or injured. 

In addition to the items mentioned in B.l.a. above, some of the 
other reasons the removal schedule was beneficial was the 
presence of snow, and the very cool temperatures. 

2. Loss of weak and malnourished animals kept to a minimum {four). 

a. Although we removed over 200 animals from the Black Rock-East 
HMA that were extremely weak and under-nourished, only four 
of these animals died. Steps taken to minimize loss were: 
first all of the weak horses were isolated from those 
determined to be in good enough condition to ship; then those 
weaker horses were fed and watered for a few days; then as 
these horses were transported, a selective sorting process 
was used - all the weaker animals together, etc. 



The contractor was very cooperative in providing extra 
panels, pens, and the extra work necessary to feed and water 
the animals. 

3. Excellent communications. 

a. With PVC. 
b. Internally. 
c. SO & PSC. 

4. Excellent support from PVC. 

a. Shipping schedules. 
b. Problems - good points. 

5. Very good support from local ranchers. 

a. Facilities, equipment, labor, etc. 

6. Very good support from WHOA and ISPWHB. 

a. Truck accident. 
b. Relocation of animals. 
c. Weak horses. 
d. AMLs - census. 

7. Contract administration. 

a. Contractor - very cooperative. 
b. Specifications. 

Ill. Recommended Changes 

A. Remove animals no later than January 10. 

1. Weak animals - mares heavy with foals. 

B. Additional holding pens. 

1. May want to consider adding a bid item to the contract to provide 
for feeding and watering animals for awhile. 

C. Use of BLM helicopter. 

1. Disallow public from riding in the BLM aircraft at all times. 

3 



UNIT(\D ITATU OOVIINMINT 
DEPAiTMENT OF THE INTERIOR -~ , 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT ---Memoralidum · 

... a&PLY •ars• TOI 

1234 
(NV-027.12 

To 

Fao11 

Sonoma-Gerlach Area Manager 
Dietrict Wild Bor•e/lurro Specialiat 
To■ Seley, lange Conservation1•t 

Date: February 9, 1988 

SUBJ&CT : Synopsia of The Black l.oclt Range Weat and Wara Springe Canyon · Wild Horse 
le110val Contract Ro. YA551-CT8-340009. 

On January 18, 1988 Ji• Hick• and Dave Cattoor (contractor•) notified Dick 
Wheeler that they had flovn the Black Rock ltange West and Wara Spring• canyon 
Herd Manageaent Area'• (HMA'•) and did not find enough horae• to aeet our 
Appropriate Management Level. They requested a cenaua of the BMA'a before 
continuing the contract. . 

On January 21. 1988 Dick Wheeler, Lloyd Munaon and I inventoried the two BMA' s ) 
finding 820 horse• and 14 burro'•• It was felt that our census was 
conservative since ve were unable to coapletely cenaua the Black Rock Weat 
HMA. Dick Wheeler notified the contractor that there were sufficient nuabere 
to continue the contract. 

January 23. Lloyd Munson and I arrived -at the Soldier 

The llack Jlock hnge We.st was gathered o" .January 2l and 24, 1988. A tQtal of 
245 animals vere captured. Discounting ~nlaal aoveaents between the Black 
Jlock l.ange - East and Black Rock lange -l'e•t• our eatiaated population after 
removal ia 300 bead. Thia includes the release of 1 buckskin ■tud and 7 
■orrel aaree in the 1t0uth of White tock Canyon. All aniaala arrived 
tr oo4 condition. During re■ova 

Ground conditiona varied 
w cover in the 
ority of the aniaala 

n ep n the reao•al 

A total of 
18 283 



OD January 29, 198~ tbe laet aoiaale were ebipped fr011 loldier Meadow• lanch 
to Paloaino Vall•J, coapletlaa the contract. Attached 1• a 1uaaar1 of the 
entire Black lock lanae/Vara lprina• CaAyon llor•• lnoval. 

Captured and Shipped 
llack lock lana• - !aet (IIV-209) 
Black lock laqe - Weet (IIV-227) 
Vara Spring• Canyon (lfV-226) 

l>ied/Deetroyed 
JIV-209 
IIV-226 
IV-227 

428 
250 
242 
no 

I 
3 
1 

12 

(Died durtna traneportation - non payaant 8) 

bleaaed 
IIV-209 
NV-226 
W-227 
Owyhee 

~.m.n1■lj 

' 12 
a . 

1:4 
43 

.. 



,eTID IT~TIS OOYIINMINT 
DEPARTMENT OF ntE INTERIOR 'I• .. 

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT em6ra"ndum 
IN ISPLY •srs• TO. 

l 4400/4700 
(R'f-026.3) 

To . Paracliee-Deaio Area Mauger Date: ,Januar _, 21, 1981 

Fao11 

SUBJECT: 

lob lrOVD, lan1• Con..-natiODi■t 

llaek lock lut V11d lor■• Gather Suaaary/Manaa ... at aec ... adatlou 

Tbe aatber be&•• ou J'aDuary 12 and bJ January 15, 45.5 hor••• bad bee■ captured. 

The Appropriate Maaag .. •at Level (A'ltL) for the Rerd Manageaeat Area f • ..:;s_,...,. _ _ 
hone■• Throughout tbe gather th• RKA vae flown intensively by the _. 
obHnatiou helicopter and I aa confldaat tbat •P•roziaately 61 hor••• reaala 
•• follons • ~ 

No.'• 

37 Bor••• 
9 Bone• 

15Bor-

Paiut• Baatn and South 
lelease• at Trap Site 

- Jottla cr-k Jaeia 

An iaventory conducted in October indicated that there were 666 bor■ea ia the 
mu. vitb 607 scheduled for reaovaJ. qovever, •• a reault of recent atoraa aad 
a lack of available forage approzi■ately 152 hor••• have aoved to other 
areaa. It ia poaaible to eq,ect movement back into the HKA thta aprina and 
auaaer. If thi• ta fact, it ta obvioua tbat it will be 1mpo•s1ble to uiota1a 

current AMI. yearlona and that nuabera aay triple during aprt•1, ■uamer and 
fall • 

.Aa a renlt of the traoaportatioa accident and poor condition of the horse■ 
invol•••• 16 horaea dted or were diapo•ed of for hU11aae reaaona. Ooe 
deformed, old ure ( 20 year■) va• releaeed. 

(

Teo curfy haired bor••• were gathered froa the Pinto Mountain area. Due to 1 
their unique appearance; relati~ely exceptional conditioo and potential future 
adoptabUity, ••••a of theae hor••• were released aloq with one sorrel aare 
•• a urker <••• attached 11e110 datecl JaauarJ 19, 1988). 

One branded borH wu captured, c:laiud and relea■ed to Joho Detong of Trout 
Creek lancb. 

hor•e• vere transported to the Palhiao Valley facility • .Aa of ~,,..,-
3aouary 18, , ne horae had died and one injured boraa vaa dia aed of. 
In addition, Fred a oved ae four uy not ■urvive 
due to their poor condition. 

0SC·ll4l·I 
,. ....... 
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Future Management Recommendation• 

Although we are confident that the AHL baa been achieved, we are equally 
confident that the AHL will be exceeded•• early•• thi• apring. It 1• 
obvioua that we know very little concerning the eeaaonal movement of horse• 
within and between BMAa. Therefore, prior to preparation of a Herd Management 
Area Plan (HMAP) I recommend the following action aa aoon •• poaaible: 

Identify extent of movement between the Black Rock. East and West HMAs. 
Conduct inventories at leaal"twice a year - winter and aummer. Ideally, 
inventories during all seasons would be preferable. Inventories should 
be continued annually until we are confident that we have identified 
actual seasonal use areas following removals to AMI.a. It is obvious that 
timing of inventories ia critical as evidenced by the October inventory 
and population estimates ude now. 

2) Identify extent of movement. if any. between Black Rock East and Jackson 
Mountain HMAs. Again. multiple inventories would be necessary. 

3) Based upon above inventories establish seasonal AMLs. It should be 
obvious that one AMI. for the entire year is inadequate. 

4) Utilization studies this summer identified that area south of Paiute -:; 
Creek as receiving heavy/severe utilization by horses. I recommend 
closing this area to domestic livestock grazing for at least one year and 
then conduct an inspection to determine if additional rest is necessary 
for the recovery of perennial grasses and shrubs. 

Black Rock East Wild Horse Gather 
Data Summary 

Captured 
Released 

Shipped 

Died/Destroyed 

Branded/Claimed 

Counting Error During 
Loading on 1-16-88 (shipped 
44, actually 46) 
Unaccounted for 

455 
9 

446 
426 

20 
16 

4 
1 

3 

2 
1 

Discussions with Cattoors crew and others involved in unloading horses injured 
in trailer incident indicate that the one unaccounted for horse may have died 
then. Original death count was 8. whereas it probably was 9. 
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Inspector 

Report Number 
I .J • 19 8J> 

Weather Min. Temp, Max. Temp, 

Precip. Storm Period m. to m. 

Soil Conditions 0 ._r-1\.0 k' st 0 ,-0 ,,c n 
Work Period m. to m. 

FORCE AND EQUIPMENT IN USE 

Superintendent C, c-,__-t' lj""D\'> y 
Skilled Laborer 

Foreman w 0--\ J t/-
NO, DESCRIPTION SIZE- HOURS 

UNITS CAPACITY OPERATED 

'2. He.I: c~..,,,,. > 73 - I 
'.2. 'ff1s~ ~ r 

2- -p \c_..\- U, (O\ - I ~ rJ . 

ESTIMATED QUANTITIES OF PAY WORK ACCOMPLISHED 

ITEM 
NO . ITEM 

' 

UNIT QUANTITY 

', 1 

i 
I 
! 
i:. 

Narrative: 

7 4-3 

tanature of In•Ji>ector 

Form 9100-la (January 1979) 
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Inspector 

Report Number 

Weather 

Precip. 

Soil Conditions 

Work Period 

Superintendent 

Foreman 

NO . 
UNITS 

Date 

Min, Temp. 

in. Storm Period m. to 

m. to 

FORCE ANO EQUIPMENT IN USE 

DESCRIPTION 

Skilled 

SIZE
CAPACITY 

, 19 

Laborer 

ESTIMATED QUANTITIES OF PAY WORK ACCOMPLISHED 

.. " 

ITEM 
NO . ITEM UNIT 

arraUve: 

~ 4, ~ :+::: ~ &-a., 4ec. i 41= 
:tt.. Dm42 * (dee< :t.- DMX O>,s. 1l;;: W,,-ySC. 
1k («4-&o Id <2'>-:jt;,. M w, ,~ t/ ~ 
f~. ~/)of£<L ~~Pe t 

JJ if& bcJ.:e J, ,JJ ~ <t L./4+; ~ 
Z+ ~ • c.,...,~;±::Mn4, 4 -tt:::, ~ 

Ponn 9100-la (January 1979) 
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Inspector 

Report Number 

Weather 

Precip. 

Soil Conditions 

Work Period 

Superintendent 

F'.oreman 

NO. 
UNITS 

ITEM 
NO • 

Date 

in. Storm Period 

m. to 

FORCE AND EQ 

DESCRIPTION 

Min. Temp. 

m. to 

, 19 

m. 

Laborer 

HOURS 
OPERATED 

AY WORK ACCOMPLISHED 

UNIT QUANTITY 
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